CHAPTER IX
SCOTLAND AND IRELAND, 1689-1315
in Scotland, as in England, there was considerable resistance if- s^nd-
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to James II, tnougn there the opposition was less intense ^^f m
because religions parties were more sharply divided. Events
in England led to a revolution in Scotland also. In January,
1689, an assembly of Scottish nobles and gentry invited
William to take control of the administration of the country.
Thereupon William summoned a Convention, suspending
the Test which would have excluded Presbyterians from
voting in the election. The attitude of the Scots was made
more certain when a letter from James was read in which he
refused to adopt a conciliatory attitude; this forced his
followers to withdraw from the Convention, and the Pres-
byterians and Anglicans were left supreme,
The Convention then declared that James had forfeited ^f tioa o"
the Crown, and offered the throne to William and Mary, the Com-
The Scottish Parliament, however, obliged the King to the Articles
consent to the abolition of the Committee of the Articles,
This was composed of thirty-two nominees of the three
estates of Parliament together with the chief officers of State :
it had become the tool of the royal will, and since it prepared
the business to be submitted to the Parliament, it had
become the instrument by which the King acquired complete
ascendancy over the Parliament. The abolition of the
Committee of the Articles therefore meant that the Scottish
Parliament would in future be independent.
The Episcopal Church was now disestablished, and the lay ^4^"
patronage of the Church abolished.   This aroused consider- meEtpiPres-
r	°	byterianism.
able unrest, for the Episcopalians were very strong north of
the Tay, and were a powerful minority even in the south;
many of them therefore soon became allies of the Jacobites,
Presbyterianism again became the recognised religion of
Scotland, and government by kirk-sessions, presbyteries,
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